
Graham Fleming
Full Stack Developer / Product Manager

Graham@GrahamFleming.com www.GrahamFleming.com

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

Dynamic professional with extensive experience in developing and launching innovative projects and deep understanding
of the startup landscape. Skilled at cultivating relationships with potential stakeholders, leading teams, and driving
growth. Exceptional track record in leveraging technology to create and execute strategies for long-term success.

SKILLS

Javascript Python PHP Reactjs Next.js AWS Azure GCP Typescript NodeJS

Vuejs Artificial Intelligence Machine Learning CI/CD CMS Robotics Serverless Shopify

EXPERIENCE

FULL STACK DEVELOPER / PRODUCT MANAGER,  Vancouver
Athos, January 2022-Present

Pioneered strategic AI innovations focusing on Large Language Models and tools delivering generative AI.•
Design and constructed intuitive user interfaces driving positive user experience through interaction.•
Developed and executed a technical roadmap leading to software and hardware applications.•
Enhanced team dynamics by fostering a culture of growth and innovation promoting collaboration.•

FOUNDER - CTO,  Vancouver
NeuralHub, July 2023-Present

Designed and built systems architecture facilitating in the delivery of generative AI through workflows.•
Hosting and construction of pipelines and endpoints that can be utilized by clients to drive outputs.•
Computation workflows utilizing AI models and tools to preform client actions and hardware pipelines.•

FULL STACK DEVELOPER / PRODUCT MANAGER,  Vancouver
Acorn Interactive Inc, June 2022-February 2023

Spearheaded feature development and UX enhancement, significantly improving user experiences•
Maintained high coding standards and agility in software development, leading cross-functional teams.•
Contributed directly to client engagement and success, evidenced by positive feedback and effective outcomes.•

FULL STACK DEVELOPER,  Vancouver
Blink. Digital Creative Agency, April 2019-July 2019

Delivered a range of web projects from basic sites to complex e-commerce and dynamic web applications.•



Utilized modern coding languages Javascript, PHP, ReactJS to create appealing and functional websites•
Specialized in e-commerce developing scalable E-Commerce stores and interactive applications.•

FULL STACK DEVELOPER,  Vancouver
VentureWeb Design Ltd, June 2018-September 2018

Expertly implemented designs by converting graphic design mock-ups into responsive web pages.•
Specialized in modifying and upgrading CMS websites for enhanced functionality and up-to-date features•
Integrated dynamic data using Advanced Custom Fields, improving user experiences and content adaptability.•

FULL STACK DEVELOPER,  Vancouver
Herschel Supply Company, October 2017-April 2018

Led e-commerce platform at Herschel Apparel, enhancing the online store for a global audience.•
Fostered cross-department collaboration to integrate systems, optimizing processes and increasing efficiency•
Developed mobile solutions with user-centric design utilizing data analytics for strategic decisions.•

PARKLAND BACKPACKS MF SHOPIFY DEVELOPER,  Vancouver
Parkland Backpacks, October 2017-April 2018

Led e-commerce platform overhaul at Parkland Backpacks, improving user journey and checkout process.•
Developed and implemented a real-time inventory system to enhance stock accuracy and reduce overhead costs•
Collaborated with design and marketing teams to create interactive website features boosting user engagement.•

WEB DEVELOPER / PROJECT MANAGER,  Vancouver
Loreto Bay HOA, January 2015-January 2018

Pioneered a SaaS platform for retirement communities, focusing on digital transformation and engagement.•
Proactively engaged with users for feedback, ensuring software exceeded expectations in usability.•
Led strategic company direction and team management ensuring platform scalability and security.•

OWNER / DEVELOPER,  Vancouver
ViewFinder, January 2008-January 2010

Established Viewfinder Media Co., an innovative real estate media enterprise, focusing on aligning technology.•
Developed strong partnerships with top real estate agencies and developers, customizing media solutions.•
Built dynamic media, tech, and real estate professionals, fostering a culture of innovation and collaboration.•

WEBSITE, PORTFOLIO AND PROFILES

www.grahamfleming.com


